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Abstract

(FedAvg) (McMahan et al. 2017b). This framework is different from distributed optimization setting (Smith et al. 2018;
Recht et al. 2011) primarily in two aspects: (a) Non-IID
Data: Any particular client’s local dataset will not be representative of the population distribution; (b) Unbalanced
Data: The size of private data owned by individual clients
could vary significantly. FL setting assumes a synchronous
update of the central model and the following steps proceed in each round of the learning process (McMahan et al.
2017b). There is a fixed set of K clients and each client
owns a fixed local dataset. In each round, the central server
randomly selects a fraction of clients. Each selected client
downloads the state of current central model and then performs local computation based on its local dataset. Finally,
it sends the model updates to the server. The server then aggregates the updates received from each selected client and
applies them to its global model. The state of the central
model is thus updated and this process repeats until the central model converges. Note that only a fraction of clients is
selected in each round as adding more clients would lead
to diminishing returns beyond a certain point (McMahan
et al. 2017b). Though initially the emphasis was on mobilecentric FL applications involving thousands of clients, recently there is significant interest in enterprise driven FL
applications that involve only a few tens of clients (Verma,
White, and de Mel 2019). Though FL paradigm has received
significant interest recently from the research community,
the problem of assessing quality of the individual client’s
private data with respect to the central server’s learning objective is still under-explored and we refer to this as Federated Relevant Client Selection (FRCS) problem. This is
an important problem as selecting clients with irrelevant or
corrupted data could annihilate the stability of the central
model. We call a client as irrelevant if the updates shared
by it adversely affects the performance of the central model.
Next, we motivate the need for studying FRCS problems.

The paradigm of Federated learning (FL) deals with multiple clients participating in collaborative training of a machine
learning model under the orchestration of a central server. In
this setup, each client’s data is private to itself and is not transferable to any other client or the server. Though FL paradigm
has received significant interest recently from the research
community, the problem of selecting relevant clients w.r.t.
the central server’s learning objective is under-explored. We
refer to these problems as Federated Relevant Client Selection (FRCS). Because the server doesn’t have explicit control
over the nature of data possessed by each client, the problem of selecting relevant clients is significantly complex in
FL settings. In this paper, we resolve important and related
FRCS problems viz., selecting clients with relevant data, detecting clients that possess data relevant to a particular target label, and rectifying corrupted data samples of individual clients. We follow a principled approach to address the
above FRCS problems and develop a new federated learning method using the Shapley value concept from cooperative game theory. Towards this end, we propose a cooperative
game involving the gradients shared by the clients. Using this
game, we compute Shapley values of clients and then present
Shapley value based Federated Averaging (S-FedAvg) algorithm that empowers the server to select relevant clients with
high probability. S-FedAvg turns out to be critical in designing specific algorithms to address the FRCS problems. We
finally conduct a thorough empirical analysis on image classification and speech recognition tasks to show the superior
performance of S-FedAvg than the baselines in the context of
supervised federated learning settings.

Introduction
Federated Learning (FL) (McMahan et al. 2017b) is a machine learning paradigm where the objective is to collectively train a high-quality central model while the training
data remains distributed over a number of clients. The data
that is owned by each client is private to itself and not transferable to other clients or the server. Hence, each client participates in FL by sharing updates derived from data rather
than sharing the data itself. One popular algorithm that is
used in FL settings is called federated averaging algorithm

Motivation: To motivate the impact of clients’ local data
quality on the central model, we apply standard FedAvg algorithm to two cases – (a) where all clients possess relevant
data (b) where some clients possess irrelevant data. The central server tries to build a three layered neural network that
classifies even labeled hand written digits i.e., {0, 2, 4, 6, 8}.
In this setting, all the data with odd labeled digits becomes
irrelevant w.r.t. the central server’s objective. We work with
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pect, many solutions are proposed to provide strong privacy
guarantees that protect the confidentiality of the clients’ data
(Abadi et al. 2016; Geyer, Klein, and Nabi 2017; Kim et al.
2018). Privacy guarantees are important because in FL setting, clients usually share the gradients derived from their
local data. Recently, (Zhu, Liu, and Han 2019) has shown
a mechanism to recover the input data completely given
its gradient. On efficiency aspect, research has been done
to improve the communication efficiency (McMahan et al.
2017a), building platforms that can robustly facilitate participation of thousands of clients (Bonawitz et al. 2019), etc.
Because of the Non-IID and unbalanced nature of data distribution in FL, optimization algorithms like SGD may produce sub optimal results and lack theoretical understandings
(Haddadpour and Mahdavi 2019; Li et al. 2019). This is primarily because the stochastic gradient derived from non-IID
data need not necessarily form an unbiased estimate of gradient on full data. (Zhao et al. 2018) showed a method to
overcome the non-IID issue with an assumption that 5% of
test data is made publicly available by the server.
Irrelevant Clients in FL: A client is called relevant if the
data it holds, and hence the updates it shares, helps to improve the performance of the central model. We call a client
as irrelevant if the updates shared by it turn detrimental to
the central model. A client’s data can be irrelevant due to a
number of reasons like label-noise, outliers, data not following the target distribution, noise in the attributes/predictor
variables, etc. Many techniques are proposed to tackle the
different kinds of data irrelevancies; some of which include
(Patrini et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2018; Bergman and Hoshen
2020). A new line of research includes works that show
methods to select a subset of training data that aligns well
with the model’s objective (Ghorbani and Zou 2019; Choi
et al. 2020). These methods have shown that sometimes
ignoring a portion of irrelevant training data helps boost
the model performance significantly. However all the above
mentioned works make an assumption that all the training
data is available at one place and hence is challenging to
extend them to FL settings.
Clients Selection in FL: More recently, research has
started to focus on detecting irrelevant clients that participate in FL. The updates shared by irrelevant clients are either ignored or suppressed when they are aggregated by the
server to be incorporated into the central model. (Blanchard
et al. 2017) show that the FedAvg algorithm is not tolerant
to the presence of adversaries and propose an aggregation
method called Krum that incorporate updates only from benign clients. (Barroso et al. 2020) propose an aggregation
operator called IOWA-DQ that down weights the updates
from irrelevant/adversarial clients. (Zhan et al. 2020) model
FL as a stackelberg game that incentivices the clients participating in it. Server allocates a reward to encourage client
participation based on the amount of contribution made by
it. Each client then tries to maximize the reward subject to
cost constraints like compute, data procurement costs etc.
The paper has further shown the existence of Nash equilibrium when every data point at each client is IID which is not
a realistic assumption in FL. (Song, Tong, and Wei 2019)
propose an incentive mechanism that measures the contribu-

Figure 1: Performance of FedAvg algorithm applies to (a)
10 relevant clients (b) 6 relevant and 4 irrelevant clients.
MNIST dataset and distribute the training data to 10 clients.
In case (a), we distribute even-labeled data to each of the
10 clients and in case (b) we distribute even labeled data
to 6 clients and irrelevant odd labelled data to remaining 4
clients. To simulate irrelevance, we work with open-set label noise (Wang et al. 2018) strategy, wherein we randomly
flip each odd label of the 4 irrelevant clients to one of the
even labels. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the accuracy of the
model on the test data across 100 communication rounds for
case (a) and case (b) respectively. The graph curves run 1
to run 5 show accuracy in 5 independent runs and the dark
red line corresponds to average of the accuracies in these
runs. As expected, we can see that the model convergence
is smooth in case (a) when all the clients are relevant. In
case (b), even though the relevant clients are in a majority,
the updates incorporated from a few irrelevant clients affect
the overall stability of the model. This experiment demonstrates the need to address the limitation of existing federated learning methods to deal with clients having irrelevant
or corrupted data.
Contributions of Our Work: Here we briefly summarize
the primary contribution of this work:
• We model FL as a cooperative game with updates received
from clients as players and performance of the model on
the server’s validation dataset as the characteristic function. We compute Shapley value for each client and use it
to assess its relevance w.r.t. the server’s learning objective.
• Using the Shapley values, we propose an algorithm called
Shapley values based federated averaging (S-FedAvg)
that empowers the server to select relevant clients with
high probability.
• Using S-FedAvg, we propose techniques to solve two
FRCS problems: (a) Class-specific best client selection:
detect clients that have good quality data corresponding to
a particular target label; and (b) Data Label Standardization: detect and correct corrupted data samples of clients.
• Extensive experimentation that shows the efficacy of our
solution approach.

Related Work
We review the literature related to our work by dividing them
into three categories.
Federated Learning: We refer the reader to (Yang et al.
2019) for a detailed discussion on FL and its challenges. Research in FL has focused on several aspects. On privacy as9047

tion of each client by means of Shapley values. To compute
the contribution made by each client, this method needs updates to be shared from all the clients at each round of FL.
While this approach focuses on how to measure the contribution of each client, our proposed approach besides using Shapley values to model the contribution of clients, it
also dynamically selects clients that are relevant and likely
to contribute more in the next round with high probability.
(Kang et al. 2019) propose a scheme to incentivize FL by
means of contracts. In this approach, server devises a contract and advertises it to the clients. Each client examines
the contract and decides to participate if it finds the contract satisfactory. However, unlike our proposed framework,
this approach makes a sort of unrealistic assumptions that
the server has knowledge about both (a) client’s data quality
and (b) client’s compute resources so that server can devise
high paying contracts to relevant clients only.

Figure 2: Steps that occur in communication round t of Federated Relevant Client Selection (FRCS).

Shapley values for clients and use them to approximate the
likelihood of a client being relevant. This paves way to an
algorithm called S-FedAvg, which is further used to solve
FRCS problems. Before delving into the solution approach,
we briefly introduce some preliminary game-theoretic concepts here.

Problem Statement
We first formalize the standard federated learning framework (McMahan et al. 2017b). It consists of a set S =
{1, 2, . . . , K} of K clients/nodes wherein each client k has
access to data Dk such thatP
|Dk | = nk . Let n be total number
of training samples, n = k∈K nk . The data Dk is locally
accessible to node k and is not shared to any other node as
well as to the central server, C. The objective of the server
C is to train a classifier f (θ), where θ is a global parameter vector obtained by distributed training and aggregation
over K clients with the hope that it generalizes on the test
dataset Dtest . In federated learning setting, the objective of
the central server takes the following form: minθ l(θ) =
P K nk
P
where lk (θ) = n1k i∈Dk li (θ). Note
k=1 n lk (θ),
that, for machine learning problems, we usually consider
li (θ) = l(yi , fθ (xi )), where l(·, ·) is the loss of prediction
on data point (xi , yi ) using the global model parameters θ.
At each time step t, the central server randomly selects a
subset of clients (S t ) and exports the global weight vector
θt to them. Each selected client k ∈ S t initializes its local
model parameters with θt , and then locally trains its own
model using its own data Dk to obtain local update vector
δkt+1 . Finally each client k sends δkt+1 to the server and then
the server applies these updates to its global state to get θt+1 .
This process repeats for several communication rounds until
convergence of the central model.
As shown in Figure 1, the local model updates sent by
irrelevant clients (ones with bad data) can hamper stability
as well as performance of the final centrally learned model.
Hence, it is necessary to develop a mechanism that facilitates
the server to prune irrelevant clients and not incorporate updates from them. In FL, the server has no visibility into how
each client generates the updates. Hence, any mechanism
that server uses to evaluate the relevance of a client has a
limitation that it can only work with the updates it receives
from clients treating each client as a black-box.

Preliminaries: Shapley Value
Cooperative Games (Myerson 1997; Straffin 1993): Let us
now formalize the notions of a coalitional game and the
Shapley value. To this end, we denote by N = {1, 2, . . . , n}
the set of players of a coalitional game. A characteristic
function v : 2N → R assigns to every coalition C ⊆ N a
real number representing payoff attainable by this coalition.
By convention, it is assumed that v(∅) = 0. A characteristic
function game is then a tuple (N, v).
Shapley Value: It is usually assumed that the grand coalition, i.e., the coalition of all the agents in the game, forms.
Given this, one of the fundamental questions of coalitional
game theory is how to distribute the payoff of the grand
coalition among the players. Among many different answers, Shapley (Shapley 1971) proposed to evaluate the role
of each player in the game by considering its marginal contributions to all coalitions this player could possibly belong
to. A certain weighted sum of such marginal contributions
constitutes a player’s payoff from the coalition game and is
called the Shapley value (Myerson 1997; Straffin 1993). Let
us see how to compute Shapley values.
Formally, let π ∈ Π(N ) denote a permutation of agents in
N , and let Cπ (i) denote the coalition made of all predecessors of agent i in π (if we denote by π(j) the location of j in
π, then: Cπ (i) = {j ∈ π : π(j) < π(i)}). Then the Shapley
value is defined as follows (Monderer and Shapley 1996):

SVi (v) =

1 X
[v(Cπ (i) ∪ {i}) − v(Cπ (i))],
|N |!

(1)

π∈Π

Proposed Solution

i.e., the payoff assigned to ai in a coalitional game is the
average marginal contribution of ai to coalition Cπ (i) over
all π ∈ Π. It is easy to show that the above formula can be

We propose an algorithm that models updates received from
clients as players of a co-operative game. Then, we derive
9048

rewritten as:
SVi (v) =

X
C⊆A\{i}

Algorithm 1: Shapley values based Federated Averaging (S-FedAvg)
input : K: the number of clients, S: set of clients,
θ: parameters of central model, DV :
validation dataset at the server, {Dk }K
k=1
training dataset at each client k ∈ S, m:
number of clients selected in each round, B:
minibatch size, η: learning rate of central
model, ηi : local learning rate at each client i,
E: number of local epochs, T : max number
of communication rounds, R: number of
monte-carlo simulations, (α, β): relevance
scores update parameters;
output: θT : parameters of the learned central model,
ϕ: relevance value vector for clients

|C|!(|N | − |C| − 1)!
[v(C∪{i})−v(C)].
|N |!
(2)

Computing Relevance Scores of Clients (ϕ)
In FL setting, in communication round t, each client k ∈ S t
initializes its local model with parameters θt downloaded
from the server and trains it using its private data Dk . It
runs Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm for E number
of epochs to get the local parameters θkt+1 . Then it derives
an update δkt+1 by computing the difference of its local parameters with the global parameters as δkt+1 = θkt+1 − θt
and shares it to the server. Now, the server computes importance of each client by making use of the following cooperative game and a validation dataset DV . We define a
cooperative game, (δ t+1 , v), wherein the set of updates of
individual clients δ t+1 = {δst+1 }s∈S t is the set of players
and v is a characteristic function that attaches a value for
each X ⊆ S t . We define the value of each X ⊆ S t as performance of the model built using updates only from X on
validation dataset DV .
1 X t+1
t+1
θX
= θt +
δs
(3)
|X|
s∈X

v(X, DV ) = P fθt+1 , DV
(4)

1
ϕk ← K
∀k ∈ S;
initialize central model model parameters θ1
randomly;

foreach round t = 1, 2, · · · , T do
server executes:
k)
Pϕ [k] = Pexp(ϕ
exp(ϕk ) ∀k ∈ S;
k∈S

S t ← sample m clients ∼ Pϕ ;
clients (S t ) execute:;
foreach client k ∈ S t do
θlocal ← θt ; // initialize local model
foreach local epoch e ∈ {1, 2, · · · , E} do
Dk ← select a minibatch of size B ⊆ Dk ;
θlocal ← θlocal − ηk ∇lk (Dk , θlocal );
end
δkt+1 = θlocal − θt ;
end

X

where P function denotes the performance (accuracy) of
t+1
the central model with parameters θX
on the validation
data DV .
Let ϕ = (ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . , ϕK ) be the relevance vector
wherein ϕk represents the relevance of client k. ϕ is private to the server. We posit that more the relevance value
for a client, more is its likelihood to be relevant and thereby
more is its contribution to the objective of central model.
The server initializes the relevance vector to be uniform
1
; ∀k ∈ S at t = 0. Then at each round t, we
ϕk = K
obtain the Shapley value for selected clients St from the cooperative game (δ t+1 , v) mentioned above. Let us denote the
computed Shapley values as sv(s) for each s ∈ St . Now, the
server updates the relevance vector ϕ as follows.
ϕs = α ∗ ϕs + β ∗ sv(s); ∀s ∈ St
(5)
We note that even though server updates the relevance
vector for only a subset of clients at each round, the effect of partial updation is levied on all the K clients. As
we will see in the proposed S-FedAvg algorithm, we compute the relative relevance of each client my marginalizing ϕ
as Pϕ = sof tmax(ϕ), where sof tmax(·) is the traditional
softmax function. By definition, sv(·) can be negative. In
our definition of cooperative game, a client would receive a
negative Shapley value, when the update it shares adversely
affects the performance of the central model when used in
coalition with updates shared by other clients.

server executes:;
δ t+1 ← {δst+1 }s∈S t ; // collect client updates
sv ⇐= sv update(θt , DV , δ t+1 , R);
ϕk ← α ∗ ϕk + β ∗ sv[k] ∀k ∈ S t
end
Algorithm 2: Compute Shapley values of (δ t+1 , v)
input : θt : Parameters of the cenral model, DV :
Validation dataset, δ t+1 :updates of selected
clients, R: number of monte-carlo
simulations
output: sv: Shapley values for Clients that shared
δ t+1
N ← set of clients in δ t+1 ;
P ← set of R permutations of δ t+1
foreach permutation p ∈ P do
Sp,i = {j|j ∈ N ∧ p(j) ≤ i}
api ← v({Sp,i ∪ i}, DV ) − v(Sp,i , DV )
/* v(·, ·) obtained as in Eqn: 4
sv[i] ← sv[i] + |P1 | ∗ api ;
end

Proposed Algorithm: Shapley Values Based
FedAvg (S-FedAvg)
Based on the above framework, we propse S-FedAvg algorithm which is outlined in Algorithm 1.
9049
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relevant updates in the current round t, but also should have
shared relevant updates in the earlier rounds {1, 2, · · · , t−1}
whenever it was sampled by the server. The entire training
schedule of F RCS is elucidated in the Figure 2.

In the beginning, server initializes ϕ, the relevance scores
of clients uniformly and the parameters of the central model
θ0 randomly. Then, it runs the outer for loop in Algorithm 1
for T communication rounds where in each round t, it does
the following. First, the server computes a probability distribution Pϕ by applying softmax to the relevance vector ϕ.
Then, it samples m clients using Pϕ to form the sampled
set of clients for receiving updates, call it St , for round t.
In all our experiments, we set T = 100 and m = 5. Next,
the server signals the clients in St to share the updates. Each
client on receiving the signal executes the inner for loop in
Algorithm 1.
Each client k ∈ S t first downloads the model parameters θt and initialize their local model with it. We note that
the architecture of local model is exactly same as that of the
server. Then, it learns a local model by minimizing its local loss function lk using its local dataset Dk . Clients use
stochastic gradient descent algorithm to fit the local model
for E number of epochs with a local learning rate of ηk . In
all our experiments, we set ηk = 0.01 and E = 5. We further decay ηk with a factor of 0.995 every 20 communication
rounds at the server. Each selected client on fitting their local
model derives the update using δkt+1 = θlocal −θt and shares
it to the server. Once, server receives updates from all the
clients in S t , it first computes the Shapley values according
to Algorithm 2 using a co-operative game (δ t+1 , v). Since
computing Shapley values takes time complexity exponential in order of number of players, they are approximated by
monte-carlo simulations in general (J. Castro 2009; Fatima,
Wooldridge, and Jennings 2008; Bachrach et al. 2008). We
note that in all our experimental settings, we have m = 5
players in the game. In such a setting, computing exact Shapley values requires computations over m! = 120 permutations which is manageable. However, to test the robustness
of the proposed approach, we set number of monte-carlo
simulations as R = 10 and run the for loop in Algorithm 2
for 10 permutations only. For each permutation p in the for
loop, we define Sp,i = {j|j ∈ N ∧ p(j) ≤ i} (wherein
p(j) indicates the position of client j in the permutation
p). Then we compute its marginal value api = v({Sp,i ∪
i}, DV ) − v(Sp,i , DV ). We then compute average of these
marginal values and update the relevance scores according
to the equation α ∗ ϕk + β ∗ sv[k] ; ∀k ∈ S t ; α ∈ (0, 1].
In our experiments, we set α = 0.75 and β = 0.25 respectively. Intuitively, α acts as the emphasis server places on
past performance of clients and β servers as the emphasis
server places on current performance of clients respectively.
So for a selected client k ∈ S t , on expanding its relevance
computation equation, we get

Experiments
Datasets and Experimental Setup
We describe the experimental setup for MNIST 1 in detail
here. In the interest of space, we provide the details about
the experimental setup and results for other datasets in Supplementary material 2 . The MNIST dataset is composed of
handwritten digits. It has around 60000 training samples and
10000 test samples. Both the train and test samples are uniformly distributed across the 10 labels. In all our experiments, we consider that |S| = 10 clients participate in a
collaborative training process to build a classifier model. The
central server samples m = 5 clients at each communication
round and receives updates from them. Without loss of generality, we assume that the objective of the central server is
to build a 5 class classification neural network to classify images of even labels. i.e., the target classes are {0, 2, 4, 6, 8}.
To simulate irrelevant clients, we inject Label-noise into
the data possessed by them. In literature, Label-noise is
further classified into open-set noise and closed-set noise
(Wang et al. 2018). In closed-set label noise, data samples
of a known class are mislabelled as data samples of a known
class (eg., the image of a dog is mislabelled as a cat in dog
vs. cat classification task). Whereas, in open-set label noise,
data samples of an unknown class is assigned a label of a
known class (eg., an image of a horse is mislabelled as a
cat in cat vs. dog classification task). In this paper, we inject
open-set label noise to irrelevant clients.
Henceforth, we refer to data corresponding to even digits as relevant data and those corresponding to odd digits
as irrelevant data. As is typical with the federated learning
setting, we assume that the data is distributed non-iid with
each client. We follow the extreme 1-class-non-iid approach
mentioned in (Zhao et al. 2018) while distributing the data
to clients. Following their approach, we sort the data first
according to their labels and then partitioned them and distributed evenly across the clients. The net effect is that each
client would possess data of 1 or 2 consecutive labels only
and hence their distributions are mostly not identical with
each other.
We consider two types of experimental settings which we
call (a) relevant data setting and (b) irrelevant data setting.
In both the cases, server contains a dataset of about 5000
even digits which is further partitioned into DV , DT est such
that |DV | = 1000 and |DT est | = 4000 respectively. In (a),
we assume that all 10 clients are relevant and thus possess
images of even digits only. We assign all the even digits
of M N IST train dataset to the clients in the 1-class-nonIID manner mentioned above. The size of local dataset possessed by each client is |Dk | ≈ 30000
10 . In (b), we assume
that there are 6 relevant and 4 irrelevant clients. First, we

ϕk = β ∗ sv t [k] + α ∗ Ik∈S t−1 ∗ sv t−1 [k]
+ α2 ∗ Ik∈S t−2 ∗ sv t−2 [k]

(6)

where Ik∈S l is the indicator that k was sampled during
lth communication round. sv l [k] here indicates the Shapley
value of client k at round l, which is undefined if k if it is
not sampled during l. We can see that for a client to have a
good relevance score at time t + 1, it should not only share

1

MNIST: http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
Supplementary material: https://github.com/nlokeshiisc/
SFedAvg-AAAI21
2
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Class-Specific Best Client Selection

distribute images of even digits to relevant clients. We sort
the relevant data according to their labels and divide them
into 6 equi-sized partitions and distribute a partition to each
client. To the remaining 4 irrelevant clients, we assign images of odd digits as follows. First, we create a random bijective map from odd to even labels. Eg., one such map is
κ = {1 → 0, 5 → 2 3 → 4, 9 → 6, 7 → 8}. Then we
flip label Ol of each odd image O as label(O) = κ(Ol ).
After this step, all the images of odd digits would have even
labels. We partition this noise-induced dataset among the 4
irrelevant clients in a strategy similar to (a).
Hyper-Parameter Values: The values of hyperparameters that we use in the experiments are:
K = 10, m = 5, B = 32, α = 0.75, γ = 0.95, λ =
2%, β = 0.25, ζ = 5, R = 10, ηi = 0.01.
The central server’s objective is to prune away the updates
from irrelevant clients and incorporate those from relevant
clients in the model update process. Further, to address the
local minima problem, one can perhaps use pre-trained models like Imagenet, BERT etc., wherever appropriate. This in
fact also would solve model initialization problem to a large
extent.
Our proposed Algorithm 1 enables the server to compute
the relevance values of clients which can then be normalized
into a probability distribution to select irrelevant clients with
high probability.

While Algorithm 1 helps in identifying the relevant clients
with respect to central model’s objective, an equally important problem at the server is to identify class-specific best
clients. This problem is important particularly in several domains such as healthcare and retail, wherein data imbalance
problem is prevalent and the server may want to incentivize
the clients that possess data belonging to the minority class.
We tackle this problem as follows:
(1) Consider that we want to identify clients that possess
best data w.r.t. class label c. We sample all the data points
of class c from the validation data DV at the server and we
refer to this as Vc . (2) While running S-FedAvg algorithm,
we present a method to learn the class specific relevance values, which we call (ϕc ), for each client at each communication round t. To learn ϕc , we invoke Algorithm 2 by setting
DV = Vc . (3) Because the validation set only comprises
of the data instances of class c, the clients that possess data
whose updates when shared would help in accurately classifying test points of class c would receive higher relevance
values in ϕc . We run the experiments to detect the classspecific best nodes for each c ∈ {0, 2, 4, 6, 8}. The results
are shown in the Figure 4. In the interest of space, we show
only for class 2. In each of these plots, the green curves correspond to relevance values of the clients with data of class
2. It is easy to see from the plots that the clients that possess data of label 2 do have relatively higher relevance values than the ones without data of label 2. This separation
is more explicit in the relevant data setting as the gap between the green and red curves is more significant. Results
for other classes is also similar and are available in supplementary material.

S-FedAvg: To Select Relevant Clients
In this experiment, we show that S − F edAvg algorithm assigns higher relevance scores to relevant clients. We apply
S-FedAvg to irrelevant data setting case mentioned in . Recall that there are 6 relevant clients and 4 irrelevant clients
in this case. Figure 3(a) shows the accuracy of the central
model learned using our algorithm across 100 communication rounds. We can observe that the central model converges smoothly here which is completely in contrast to how
a central model trained with FedAvg performs as shown in
Figure 1. To explain the supremacy in performance, we look
at Figure 3(b) that shows the relevance scores ϕ of clients
across 100 rounds. The green lines there show the relevance
scores of 6 relevant clients and the red lines show the relevance scores of the 4 irrelevant clients respectively. We can
easily see that relevance scores of relevant clients are consistently higher than their irrelevant counterparts. Even though
the relevance score fluctuates up and down, we can consistently see the trend that relevant clients dominate irrelevant
clients.

Consider the scenario where a client might possess relevant
data but their labels are inconsistent w.r.t. the labeling convention of the server. That is, what is label x according to the
server could be label y according to the client due to some
ambiguity. One such case where ambiguity could arise is:
server assumes that the first neuron of the output layer of
the central model corresponds to label x, whereas the client
believes that the first neuron of the output layer corresponds
to label y and x 6= y. We refer to this problem as data label standardization or label permutation problem wherein
the clients have to discover the corrupted data samples then
permute their labels back to the correct labels. Hereafter, we
call a client whose labels are permuted as corrupted client.

Figure 3: Performance of S-FedAvg algorithm with the irrelevant data setting.

Figure 4: Relevance value ϕc for class C = 2.
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Since corrupted clients adversely affect the model, SFedAvg algorithm duly would assign low relevance values
to such clients and thus the probability of such clients getting sampled by the server would be less. However, the updates of corrupted clients would be useful to the server if
their accurate labels are recovered. To this end, we propose
an algorithm called S-FedAvg-Label-Std that detects each
corrupted client and then determines the correct label permutation. This algorithm works as follows:
(1) We run S-FedAvg Algorithm 1 for some initial communication rounds until the model stabilizes. We call a
model stabilized when its performance on DV doesn’t fluctuate λ% for at least ζ consecutive rounds.
(2) Once the model stabilizes, the central server signals
the possible corrupted clients and asks them to inspect for label permutation. As part of this signal, the server also sends a
performance dictionary Pdict = {label : accuracy} to each
client. Pdict contains class-specific accuracies (also called
class wise precision) of the central model in that communication round. These performances are again computed using DV . (3) Each signaled client k downloads both the central model’s parameters (θt ) and the performance dictionary
Pdict from the server. Then client k executes the following
steps: (3.a) Let the local data owned by client k have q labels {l1 , l2 , . . . , lq }. These q labels are a subset of target labels. Client k splits Dk label-wise into q partitions to get
Dk = {Dlk1 , Dlk2 , . . . , Dlkq } respectively. Let nkli = |Dlki | be
the size of the partition corresponding to the label li .
(3.b) Client k does the following for each partition in
Dlki . For each of the |nkli | points belonging to the partition,
the client gets the predictions from its local model initialized with θt . Let L be the label predicted for a majority of
data points in the partition. Let nL be the number of points
whose labels are predicted as L by the model. We note that
L need not necessarily belong to one of the q labels that
the client possesses. Now, the client computes the fraction
nL /nkli ∗ 100 and if this value is more than the accuracy
corresponding to label L in the performance dictionary, i.e.
Pdict (L), the client k swaps its local label li with label L
for all the data points in Dlki . This is why we need a stabilized model otherwise Pdict computed from a unstable may
suggest incorrect permutation to the clients.
(3.c) Each client that does a permutation acknowledges
the server that it has rectified the label permutation issue.
On receiving the acknowledgement, if the server believes
that client may start contributing positively, it subdues the
penalty levied in relevance score so far. One such way of doing so is: server adjusts the relevance scores of these clients
to the mean of the relevance vector mean(ϕ[l]). This step
makes sure that heavy penalties levied by the S-FedAvg algorithm on corrupted are curtailed so that their chances of
getting sampled (after label correction) by the central server
would increase in the subsequent rounds. The results for data
label standardization are shown in Figure 5.
We consider the irrelevant data case and manually corrupt
the labels of client 3. We swap its label 2 with 4. Figures 5
(top) show the relevance values of clients across communication rounds using S-FedAvg and S-FedAvg-Label-Std respectively. The green curves correspond to relevant clients

Figure 5: (a) S-FedAvg-label-std (b)Experimental results for
Data label standardization experiment

and red curves correspond to irrelevant clients respectively.
Here, the relevance value of the corrupted client is denoted
by the blue curve. From Figure 5 (top-right), we observe that
label permutation occurred at communication round 17. As
expected, the relevance value for the corrupted client (i.e.
client 3) is heavily penalized by S-FedAvg. Figure 5 also
shows the confusion matrix of predictions obtained from the
downloaded server model using parameters θ17 at communication round t = 17.
As we can see in the column corresponding to label 2, predictions from the model are in favor of label 4 and hence the
corrupted client swaps label 2 with label 4. Note that after
permutation, data with label 2 may still be inconsistent and
if they are, they hopefully will get fixed in the subsequent
rounds. Figure 5 (bottom-right) shows the test performance
of three algorithms viz., FedAvg, S-FedAvg, and S-FedAvgLabel-Std. The performance of S-FedAvg-Label-Std is superior to that of S-FedAvg and FedAvg; and this performance
gain is due to our proposed data label standardization procedure.

Conclusions
We have shown in this paper that presence of even a very less
number of irrelevant clients could adversely affect the performance of the federated learning model. To this end, we
developed a systematic method to tackle this problem and
its variants. The following are three interesting directions to
future work. First, development of a scalable approximation
method to compute Shapley values to deal with FL settings
with thousands of clients. Second, instead of using Shapley
values to select clients as is done in this paper, its interesting
to investigate the impact on the model if we use Shapley values as the averaging weights in model aggregation. Third, it
would be interesting to consider cleaning the gradients from
irrelevant clients and then incorporate them into the model
update process rather than discarding them (Yu et al. 2020).
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Here we present a brief discussion on the potential broader
impact of our proposed methods in this paper. Our algorithms would significantly aid the federated learning techniques to succeed despite the fact that a few participating clients possess bad quality data. Since federated learning provides a natural framework for technologists to build
cross-enterprise and hybrid cloud based AI solutions, our
algorithms are of paramount importance for the success of
such solutions. Our algorithms could be used as is in certain domains such as the healthcare industry. For example,
consider a scenario wherein a set of hospitals are interested
to collaboratively train a model for drug discovery purpose
(for instance, this is very much timely scenario for COVID19). Clearly, since the clinical data owned by each hospital is
private and confidential as it contains sensitive patient information, federated learning framework is a natural solution
approach to train the model. Further, since the clinical data
owned by each hospital cannot be subjected to the central
server’s scrutiny, it is possible that such clinical data may
be noisy and thus irrelevant. In this scenario, our proposed
algorithms would be of significant value to build a better
model.
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